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3.1 OVERVIEW

In this chapter we take a quick look at the python data analysis library, or pandas. Pandas
is a very useful set of modules for working with some types of climate data, particularly
time series or other indexed data that we want to subject to statistical data analysis. It also
provides functions that make it easier to generate certain kinds of plots, and can be used as an
entry point to several other modules, ranging from the enhanced machine learning methods
provided by statsmodels and scikit-learn to the statistical data visualization tools provided by
seaborn. Note that none of these modules requires that we use pandas, but by using pandas
we can unlock or simplify certain behaviors within the modules.

Depending on the provenance of your python installation, pandas may be installed by
default. If it is not, you can install it using conda or pip, or whichever package manager
you prefer. Once pandas is installed, it can be imported using any of the approaches we
encountered in week 1. The usual approach is:

In [1]: import pandas as pd

Pandas can use basic data types, but you may also want to import numpy to take advantage of
its array structures and functions:

In [2]: import numpy as np

The information provided here is basic. If you cannot find the information you need in this
document or in the specific pages linked within the text, you may take a look at the detailed
online documentation. This documentation is excellent, and includes among other things a
set of quick tutorials and a short “cookbook” of examples that you can go through.
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3.2 SOME PANDAS DATA STRUCTURES

Much of the power of pandas lies in the new data structures it provides. We will discuss only a
few of these, particularly Series and DataFrame. Pandas data structures offer the possibility
of defining an easy-to-understand index. Whereas a list or numpy array must be indexed using
integers, pandas Series and DataFrame structures can be indexed and organized by dates or
other meaningful labels. This behavior has some correspondence with dictionaries, however,
unlike dictionaries, indexed pandas objects are still ordered. This behavior is particularly
useful if we want to compare or combine two data types that are organized against similar
indices. In particular, if two pandas objects share an index value, those two objects will align
at that index value by default. More information on pandas data structures is available in the
pandas documentation.

3.2.1 SERIES

A pandas Series is a one-dimensional data type that contains two interconnected objects:
data and index. A Series is defined as follows:

In [3]: data = np.array([1, 1, 2, 3])
In [4]: index = [’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’]
In [5]: s1 = pd.Series(data)
In [6]: s2 = pd.Series(data, index=index)

The data object in a Series can be defined in several different ways. The most common way
is as a numpy array. Note that in the above example both s1 and s2 will have an index. When
data is a numpy array and index is not specified, index will be assigned the default value
np.arange(len(data)):

In [7]: print s1
0 1
1 1
2 2
3 3
dtype: float64

The index can also be defined explicitly, as in the case of s2:

In [8]: print s2
a 1
b 1
c 2
d 3
dtype: float64

If data and index do not both have the same length in this latter, then pandas will raise a
ValueError:
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In [9]: index = np.append(index, ’e’)
In [10]: s3 = pd.Series(data, index=index)
Traceback (most recent call last):
ValueError: Wrong number of items passed 4, placement implies 5

We can of course define a new index–data pair at any time:

In [11]: s2[’e’] = 5
In [12]: s1[5] = 8
In [13]: print s1
0 1
1 1
2 2
3 3
5 8
dtype: float64

Note that pandas does not necessarily re-sort the index after new data are added to the Series:

In [14]: s1[4] = 5
In [15]: print s1
0 1
1 1
2 2
3 3
5 8
4 5
dtype: float64

It is important to remember that the indexing of the Series does not necessarily correspond
to that of the numpy array that constitutes data:

In [16]: s1[4]
Out[16]: 5.0
In [17]: np.array(s1)[4]
Out[17]: 8.0

In addition to the use of numpy arrays, a pandas Series may also be defined using a
dictionary:

In [18]: data = {’first’: 1, ’second’: 1, ’third’: 2, ’fifth’: 5}
In [19]: index = [’first’, ’second’, ’third’, ’fourth’, ’fifth’]
In [20]: ds1 = pd.Series(data)
In [21]: ds2 = pd.Series(data, index=index)
In [22]: print ds1
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fifth 5
first 1
second 1
third 2
dtype: int64
In [23]: print ds2
first 1
second 1
third 2
fourth NaN
fifth 5
dtype: int64

A couple of behaviors should be noted here. First, remember that key–value pairs in a dictio-
nary are inherently unordered. As a consequence, the indices of ds1 do not follow the order
that we might expect (in fact they are sorted alphabetically). This default sorting behavior
is overruled when we specify index, as in the instantiation of ds2. Second, note that index
contains one index label that is not defined in data.keys() (specifically ‘fourth’). Pandas
creates an item corresponding to this index label, but without a value to assign it treats the
value as missing data. Pandas uses the "not a number" construct, or NaN, to represent missing
data. Statistics or arithmetic that are calculated over a Series will automatically omit any
missing data. For example:

In [24]: ds2.sum()
Out[24]: 9.0
In [25]: print ds1*ds2
fifth 25
first 1
fourth NaN
second 1
third 4

This behavior is in many ways similar to that of numpy masked arrays, which are also very
useful for scientific computing.

You can, if you like, give your Series a specific name. This can be done either when the
Series is first created:

In [26]: data = np.array([1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8])
In [27]: fibseq = pd.Series(data, name=’Fibonacci’)
In [28]: print fibseq
0 1
1 1
2 2
3 3
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4 5
5 8
Name: Fibonacci, dtype: int64
In [28]: fibseq.name
Out[28]: Fibonacci

Pandas has excellent support for working with time series. In particular, the index for a
Series can be defined as a sequence of regularly-spaced dates using the function pd.date_range().
Pandas supports time series that are defined with reference to specific points in time (via
the Timestamp data type) or as time spans of a particular length (via the Period data type).
Pandas time series can be resampled or shifted in ways that are date-aware, while gaps in a
pandas time series can be filled using a variety of methods. More information on this topic is
available via related pages in the pandas documentation. In these notes we will only examine
one small part of the support for time series in pandas, specifically the DatetimeIndex. There
are several methods available for creating a DatetimeIndex. For example, if we want to create
a monthly index covering a single year, we can specify a range of dates given a start date, an
end date, and a frequency:

In [29]: time = pd.date_range(start=’2015-01’, end=’2015-12’, freq=’M’)
In [30]: print time
DatetimeIndex([’2015-01-31’, ’2015-02-28’, ’2015-03-31’, ’2015-04-30’,

’2015-05-31’, ’2015-06-30’, ’2015-07-31’, ’2015-08-31’,
’2015-09-30’, ’2015-10-31’, ’2015-11-30’],

dtype=’datetime64[ns]’, freq=’M’)

We can do exactly the same thing by specifying the start (or end) date, the number of periods,
and the frequency:

In [31]: print pd.date_range(start=’2015-01’, periods=12, freq=’M’)
DatetimeIndex([’2015-01-31’, ’2015-02-28’, ’2015-03-31’, ’2015-04-30’,

’2015-05-31’, ’2015-06-30’, ’2015-07-31’, ’2015-08-31’,
’2015-09-30’, ’2015-10-31’, ’2015-11-30’],

dtype=’datetime64[ns]’, freq=’M’)

A number of standard options for dividing time into segments are available, which can be
adjusted as necessary:

In [32]: print pd.date_range(start=’2015-01’, periods=4, freq=’D’)
DatetimeIndex([’2015-01-01’, ’2015-01-02’, ’2015-01-03’, ’2015-01-04’],

dtype=’datetime64[ns]’, freq=’D’)
In [33]: print pd.date_range(start=’2015-01’, periods=4, freq=’6H’)
DatetimeIndex([’2015-01-01 00:00:00’, ’2015-01-01 06:00:00’,

’2015-01-01 12:00:00’, ’2015-01-01 18:00:00’],
dtype=’datetime64[ns]’, freq=’6H’)

In [34]: print pd.date_range(start=’2015-01’, periods=4, freq=’30min’)
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DatetimeIndex([’2015-01-01 00:00:00’, ’2015-01-01 00:30:00’,
’2015-01-01 01:00:00’, ’2015-01-01 01:30:00’],

dtype=’datetime64[ns]’, freq=’30T’)

The procedure to generate a sequence of discrete periods is similar, but uses pd.period_range()
rather than pd.date_range:

In [35]: print pd.period_range(start=’2015-01’, end=’2015-12’, freq=’M’)
PeriodIndex([’2015-01’, ’2015-02’, ’2015-03’, ’2015-04’, ’2015-05’, ’2015-06’,

’2015-07’, ’2015-08’, ’2015-09’, ’2015-10’, ’2015-11’, ’2015-12’],
dtype=’int64’, freq=’M’)

It may be useful to know that the default time increment (if freq is not specified) is one day:

In [36]: print pd.period_range(start=’2015-01’, end=’2015-12’)
PeriodIndex([’2015-01-01’, ’2015-01-02’, ’2015-01-03’, ’2015-01-04’,

’2015-01-05’, ’2015-01-06’, ’2015-01-07’, ’2015-01-08’,
’2015-01-09’, ’2015-01-10’,
...
’2015-11-22’, ’2015-11-23’, ’2015-11-24’, ’2015-11-25’,
’2015-11-26’, ’2015-11-27’, ’2015-11-28’, ’2015-11-29’,
’2015-11-30’, ’2015-12-01’],

dtype=’int64’, length=335, freq=’D’)

Note also that the PeriodIndex defined in the previous example does not cover the entire
year, but stops on 1 December. Finally, it is possible to create a DateIndex from a variety of
standard notations for dates:

In [37]: dates = [’2016-06-02’, ’Jun 5, 2016’, ’2016/06/07’, ’10 June 2016’,
’06.13.2016’, ’June 16, 2016’, ’19-06-2016’]

In [38]: index = [’Game ’+str(ii) for ii in range(1, 8)]
In [39]: sdate = pd.Series(dates, index)
In [40]: print sdate
Game 1 2016-06-02
Game 2 Jun 5, 2016
Game 3 2016/06/07
Game 4 10 June 2016
Game 5 06.13.2016
Game 6 June 16, 2016
Game 7 19-06-2016
dtype: object
In [41]: print pd.to_datetime(sdate)
Game 1 2016-06-02
Game 2 2016-06-05
Game 3 2016-06-07
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Game 4 2016-06-10
Game 5 2016-06-13
Game 6 2016-06-16
Game 7 2016-06-19
dtype: datetime64[ns]

This behavior is useful when constructing a DateIndex from a csv file that has stored the
dates in a format different from the standard datetime64 format (‘yyyy-mm-dd’). See the
documentation for pandas time series support for more details.

3.2.2 DATAFRAME

A DataFrame is a set of Series with a common index. You can think of a DataFrame as like a
spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel or other similar software. It has a set of labeled columns that
each contain an indexed Series. The rows in the DataFrame thus correspond to the index.
If a particular index value exists in one column but not in another, the value in the second
column will be listed as missing (NaN). We can build a simple DataFrame from the example at
the end of the previous section, which is based on the 2016 NBA Finals. The easiest way to
create a dataframe is from a dictionary containing ordered sets of data. In this case we use a
dictionary of Series:

In [42]: sdate = pd.to_datetime(sdate)
In [43]: shome = pd.Series([104, 110, 120, 97, 97, 115, 89], index=index)
In [44]: saway = pd.Series([89, 77, 90, 108, 112, 101, 93], index=index)
In [45]: dc = {’Date’: sdate, ’Home’: shome, ’Away’: saway}
In [46]: df = pd.DataFrame(dc)
In [47]: print df

Away Date Home
Game 1 89 2016-06-02 104
Game 2 77 2016-06-05 110
Game 3 90 2016-06-07 120
Game 4 108 2016-06-10 97
Game 5 112 2016-06-13 97
Game 6 101 2016-06-16 115
Game 7 93 2016-06-19 89

Once we have put our data into a DataFrame, then we can analyze it using the tools that
pandas provides. These tools are numerous and we cannot examine them all. A couple that
may be particularly useful include a basic description of the data in a DataFrame:

In [48]: print df.describe()
Away Home

count 7.000000 7.000000
mean 95.714286 104.571429
std 12.106669 11.058287
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min 77.000000 89.000000
25% 89.500000 97.000000
50% 93.000000 104.000000
75% 104.500000 112.500000
max 112.000000 120.000000

This intrinsic function (which can also be applied to a Series) gives us an easy way to see
how many non-missing data are in each column, plus several summary statistics for each
column (specifically the mean, standard deviation, minimum, lower quartile, median, and
upper quartile, and maximum). It is clear that the home team typically outscored the away
team during this series, even though the away team won three out of the seven games. Another
useful intrinsic function calculates the correlation matrix:

In [49]: print df.corr()
Away Home

Away 1.000000 -0.379518
Home -0.379518 1.000000

The correlation matrix in this case is not particularly interesting (since we have only two short
time series and the lag-0 autocorrelation of a series with itself is 1), but can be a very summary
look at potential relationships among the data. By default, df.corr() calculates the Pearson
correlation, but you can use the method keyword to calculate cross-correlations based on
Kendall’s tau or the Spearman rank correlation instead. Information on this and many other
tools for analyzing DataFrame objects is available in the documentation for the pandas API.

Pandas also provides a three-dimensional data structure called a Panel. We do not discuss
this type of structure in any detail, although we will encounter three- and higher-dimensional
structured data types called Cubes later on when we discuss the SciTools iris module for
working with geospatial data.

3.2.3 CATEGORICAL DATA AND CONDITIONAL INDEXING

Pandas data structures also permit the use of categorical data. These data are qualitative rather
than quantitative. Examples include ‘clean’ versus ‘polluted’ (rather than the quantitative AQI)
and True versus False. There is no theoretical limit on the number of classifications that
one can include in a categorical variable (for example, a variable could take the four values
‘east’, ‘west’, ‘north’, and ‘south’); however, a good general rule is that a categorical variable
should be simple without being too simple. Most such variables will therefore take only a few
values. Returning to the example used in the previous section, we could add a categorical
variable indicating the winner of each game. There are a few different ways that we can do this.
The first and perhaps most straightforward option is to construct a Series and add it to the
DataFrame:

In [50]: s_won = pd.Series([’Home’, ’Home’, ’Home’, ’Away’, ’Away’,
’Home’, ’Away’], index=index)

In [51]: df[’Winner’] = s_won
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In [52]: print df
Away Date Home Winner

Game 1 89 2016-06-02 104 Home
Game 2 77 2016-06-05 110 Home
Game 3 90 2016-06-07 120 Home
Game 4 108 2016-06-10 97 Away
Game 5 112 2016-06-13 97 Away
Game 6 101 2016-06-16 115 Home
Game 7 93 2016-06-19 89 Away

Alternatively, we could first create a new column and then use conditional indexing to define
the categorical variable. The easiest way to do this is as follows:

In [53]: df[’Winner’] = pd.Series([’Home’]*7, index=df.index)
In [54]: df.loc[df[’Away’] > df[’Home’],[’Winner’]] = ’Away’

This example touches on how indexing a pandas DataFrame is different from indexing an
array. Pandas data structures have three main means of indexing. The reason for this is
that these data structures support both label-based and integer-based indexing. In general,
df.loc[row, column]uses label-based indexing (index and column names), df.iloc[row, column]
uses integer-based indexing (like numpy arrays), and df.ix[row, column] supports mixed
label- and integer-based indexing. It is also possible to access columns as attributes:

In [55]: print df[’Winner’][df.Home > df.Away]
Game 1 Home
Game 2 Home
Game 3 Home
Game 6 Home
Name: Winner, dtype: object

Note that the approach used here is fine for accessing data, but is not recommended for
assigning values to a DataFrame. In fact, it will raise a warning:

In [56]: df[’Winner’][df.Home > df.Away] = ’x’
A value is trying to be set on a copy of a slice from a DataFrame
See the caveats in the documentation

For a more complete discussion of indexing pandas data structures, see the relevant pandas
documentation.

3.3 BASIC I/O: AN EASIER WAY TO READ AND WRITE CSV

Pandas allows us to read a csv file directly into a DataFrame and to write a DataFrame directly
to a csv file. The syntax is exceptionally simple; for instance, a data file is read as

In [57]: df = pd.read_csv(’../data/era20c_ghgs.csv’)
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Figure 3.1: A time series of total solar irradiance plotted using pandas. Data source: SOLARIS

Similarly, to write a DataFrame to a file:

In [58]: df.to_csv(’output.csv’)

More information on reading and writing csv and other types of files using pandas is available
in the online documentation.

3.4 GRAPHICS

3.4.1 BASIC PLOTTING IN PANDAS

Pandas provides basic plotting functionality for Series and DataFrame objects. These are
mostly just simple wrappers around matplotlib.pyplot, as shown in the following example:� �

1 i m p o r t pandas as pd
2 i m p o r t matplotlib.pyplot as plt
3

4 df = pd.read_csv(’TSI_WLS_mon_1882_2008.csv’)
5 df[’Period ’] = pd.period_range(start=’1882 -01’, end=’2008 -12’, freq=

’M’)
6

7 ax = df.plot(x=’Period ’, y=’TSI+background ’)
8 ax.set_ylim ((1364 , 1368))
9 ax.ticklabel_format(axis=’y’, useOffset=False)

10 plt.show()� �
10
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Figure 3.2: A time series figure that also uses seaborn’s violinplot option.

In this case we read in data from a csv file, construct a period_range that covers the temporal
range of the data, and plot one of the data columns as a time series. The result is shown in
Figure 3.1. You can find more information about the basic plotting functionality included in
pandas in the documentation.

3.4.2 MORE ADVANCED PLOTTING USING SEABORN

Data structures created in pandas can also be very easily integrated into the seaborn visualiza-
tion library. Seaborn has several useful features. First, it provides a number of convenience
functions that can help us to produce publication quality figures with relatively little fuss.
Second seaborn style controls are relatively centralized and easy to adjust, which allows us to
switch relatively easily from, e.g., a version of a figure that is appropriate for a paper (where
fonts may be relatively small) to a version that is appropriate for a poster (where fonts must be
large). Finally, seaborn allows us to break down and visualize the relationships in our data in
multiple ways, and can therefore be helpful for exploratory data analysis. Figures 3.2 through
3.4 show examples of figures created using seaborn for recent research projects.

For many more examples and ideas for how to use seaborn, please visit the seaborn example
gallery. Seaborn won’t work for every case, but for the situations in which it does work it can
save you many lines of code and lots of time.
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Figure 3.3: Composite anomalies in the ocean surface heat budget in a figure that also uses
seaborn’s convenience functions for barplot and despine.
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Figure 3.4: A homebrew variation on seaborn’s jointplot API that also uses kdeplot and regplot.
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